It's Alarming how much money you can
save using the right connectivity supplier.

IoT Transforms Alarm Installation

Customer Success Story
Industry:
Security - Alarm Systems
Zest4 Products:
UK Roaming eSIM
Primary Reason Chose Zest4:
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple networks
Experienced supplier
'Over the air’ provisioning
Resilient solution
Cost reduction

IoT connectivity helped transform the way a national alarms manufacturer,
supplier and installer provided its service. IoT improved connectivity while
reducing costs for the customer.

The Challenge
The customer manufactures, supplies and installs alarm systems across the
UK. Alarms are built with a cellular connection, with SIMs installed at point of
manufacture. All alarms are shipped ready to install. This creates a network
connection challenge, unable to know where the alarm will be installed and
what network coverage will be available.
There are several solutions on oﬀer that require the capabilities to make and
receive a voice call for standard mobile resulting a higher cost for the sim
with no ability to back up content.
While the current solution did work, it was identified that there was room for
improvement in connectivity, cost, testing and back up.

Highlight Metrics
The ability to oﬀer a resilient solution
and a SIM that can be installed and
tested at the point of manufacture, with
the network chosen at a later stage after installation.
The Benefits

The Solution
In early 2020, Zest4 identified the requirement for a roaming SIM with the
ability to oﬀer a more resilient connectivity solution for businesses. This
solution is the perfect fit for alarm manufactures and installers. Zest4 provided
a comprehensive IoT connectivity solution that went above the needs of the
customer, bring together increased connectivity, a resilient solution that
streamlined installation process and reduced costs due to the network
selection.

• ROAMING - Bringing roaming SIMs to
alarm installation.

• VISIBILITY - Bringing full data usage
visibility to alarm connectivity.

• DATA UTILISATION - Through increased
visibility and data aggregation.

• CONNECTIVITY - Network selection
post installation to enable the best
connection.

• SAVING MONEY - Saving on resource,
installation streamlining, no data overage.

For more information, call 0161 956 3355 or visit zest4.com

Zest4 provided a UK roaming eSIM that could be provisioned over the air,
with the IoT sims having no network providers attached it allows for network
to be selected based on coverage in the location. SIMs are supplied
inactivated enabling the installer to activate when installation takes place,
meaning billing takes place post installation, reducing costs for the customer.
IoT SIMs enable increased visibility of data utilisation with all SIMs owned by
the customer visible via Zest4 Connect - the SIM management portal.
Working with Zest4 enabled a more cost-eﬀective connectivity solution for
the customer. Using a multiple network relationship ensures when a device is
deployed by the manufacturer, a network can be selected based on coverage
for optimum connectivity. The new IoT solution provided improved
connectivity at a reduced cost with no shock when the monthly bill arrived.
The solution opens up further opportunity for the customer enabling more
than alarms to use IoT connectivity, any device, any location and on one
monthly bill.

